review is inherently tainted, in danger of serving the self-interest of the reviewer rather than critiquing the book on its merits. Any praise accorded the already published work inevitably affects the reception and sales of the reviewer's forthcoming volume.
Precisely this situation was permitted to occur with The West beyond the West. A number of years ago the reviewer, Robin Fisher, initiated a major project at Simon Fraser University to produce a new general history of British Columbia. This information appears nowhere in the review, which concludes: 'And it does not augur well for the next generation if this is the view of British Columbia history that will be put before them as students.' An analysis of the review's criticisms shows them to be neither justified nor supportive of its conclusion concerning the book's unsuitability for students.
The reviewer seeks to uphold what he terms 'good history.' He is not keen on what he belittles as 'the holy trinity of gender, class, and race' and fayours more attention to the two topics traditionally cherished by white male academics -politics and the economy. He complains that I do not choose between race and class, implying both the necessity to choose and their precedence over gender. As to The West beyond the West's perceived emphasis, 'Undoubtedly this will all be very satisfying to those who believe that good history consists in writing about certain subjects.' 'Good history' does do justice to politics and the economy, but in the context of the larger structures within which politicians perforce act and economies function. 
